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By The Glass 

"Wine Galore"

By The Glass is the place to be for a relaxed yet enjoyable round or two of

wine and great music. Its elegant interiors, peppered with cozy red

couches, dim-lighting and a buzz of excitement, create the perfect setting

for a great drinking session. This wine bar boasts a sizable collection of

some of the finest varietals from around the world. Fabulous music by

local artists and bands, keep you tapping your feet while you sip on a

succinct glass of wine. Walk in during happy hours for added bonuses and

a taste of fantastic rare wines.

 +1 501 663 9463  5713 Kavanaugh Boulevard, Little Rock AR
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Guillermo's Gourmet Grounds 

"Gourmet Coffee & Cocktails"

The brainchild of father and son duo, Guillermo's Gourmet Grounds is

more than just your average coffee shop. Coffee shop by day and bar by

night, this establishment draws in locals and visitors from far and wide for

its amazing selection of gourmet coffee hand picked by owner, Hans

Oliver himself. From frou frou beverages like lattes to strong and peppery

Guatemalan black coffee, Guillermo's Gourmet Grounds is sure to give

you that caffeine fix you crave. Comfy couches, cozy fireplace, tables

strewn about and an exposed brick wall make for a homey and welcoming

atmosphere. A small menu of sandwiches and pastries keep patrons

hunger pangs at bay and the occasional live music session entertains the

denizens of Little Rock.

 +1 501 228 4448  www.guillermoscoffee.co

m/

 Hans@g3coffee.com  10700 North Rodney Parham

Road, Suite A2, Little Rock

AR
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